ABSTRACT Let Q = (Qk)k~0, Q0 = 1, Qk+1= qkQk, qk ~ 2, be a Cantor scale, ZQ the compact projective limit group of the groups Z/QkZ, identified to 03A00~j~k-1 Z/qjZ, and let 03BC be its normalized Haar measure. To an element x = {a0 a1, a2, ---}, 0 ~ ak ~ qk+1 -1, of ZQ we associate the sequence of integral valued random variables xk = 03A30~j~k ajQj. The main result of this article is that, given a complex Q-multiplicative function g of modulus 1, we have lim xk~x (1/xk 0 3 A 3 ñx k -1 g(n)-0 3 A 0 0jk 1 / q j 0 3 A 3 0ãq j g(aQj)) = 0 03BC-a.e.
INTRODUCTION
Let N be the set of non-negative integers, and let Q [6] .
Let ZQ denote the group of Q-adic integers, considered as the compact projective limit group of Z/QkZ and identified to Z~qkZ (see [5] 
